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ABSTRACT

' A method of solving for the wave mode vector for nth

order waves in linear. hyperelastic rods is determined for the

case of multiple \á¡ave speeds. The solution is carried out

for both unconstrained and consLrained rods. Special cases

of the theory, for instance uniform rods, are considered, and

lead to previous researcherrs results. An example problem

having a diagonal constitutive and inertia matrix is consid-

ered. Solutions to problems with the following geometries

are considered: 1) straight untwisted rods, 2) twisted but

uncurved rods, 3) plane curved but untwisted rods. The

solutions obtained are consistent with physical intuition.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis concerns itself with the subject of linear
v¡ave propagation in hyperelastic rods. The governing consti_ 

,,,,:,,,,,,¡

tutive and balance relationships are developed by means of a : r:':

direct approach. A direct approach considers the rod as a
one-dimensional oriented continuum defined by a spatial curve

::.'-. .i: '

and a number of deformable vectors calIed directors - rn our 'itl,'',tr"¡¡
'- '-"''t.ti. '

formulation a two director mod.e1 is used. these directors i::::::'.,,
-. :.' 

'.r,-.,',..,,..,characteríze the size and shape of the rod cross-section. rf
these directors are allowed to deform the theory will be

called unconstrained. However, if the directors are allowed. ,

to undergo onry rigid rotations, the theory will be called
constrained. Clear1y constrained theories have fewer kinema-

tical degrees of freedom. 
:

ThenotionofawaVeaSapropagatingdiscontinuityin
.:one of the field variables is considered-. rn general, a shock

vTave is defined as a wave involving discontinuities in the .;r,,,,,.,,,,,
l'.,a,.¡ ,,, ,,.,,:,.

first derivative of a generarized dispracement vector. An ,-r,;,;,,.,,

nth order wave is defined in terms of a discontinuity in the tr"-"

nth derivative of a displacement vector. The theory to be de- j

veloped estabrishes the so-called speed of propagation of the
:,,.,t:rr::t i:.;..:,:.:

wave and the wave mode vector, quantities to be defined in the l..i;i=..:;t

body of the thesis.
,

We start in chapter two by developing the nonlinear
balance and constitutive equations for an unconstrained rod.

,:. ,_,....,.,.

iir,;;'*::¡,i',rr¡¡:
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Our approach is very similar to that of !{hitman and De Silva

tl]. The method consists of setting up a general Hamiltonrs

principle which the rod must satisfy. V{e then postulate two

invariance principles pertaining to all rods. These are the

principle of material frame indifference and the principle
of Euclidean invariance as defined by Truesdell and NoIl ï21.
The resulting modified equations are reformulated in Lerms of
a higher order vector space using an idea formulated. by

Ericksen t3]. The resulting equations are in a concise

algebraic form easy to manipulate. The equations are then

linearized in a very specific manner lea,iling to what cohen

I4l calls an exact linear theory.

Chapter three concerns itself with developing the

constrained theory of rods. The results of chapter two are

modified to give a nonlinear theory of constrained rods. Lin-
earization about a point of finite deformation is done in.a
similar manner to Bansal t5]. The resulting equations are

further simplified by considering the finitety deformed state
to be the undeformed state.

fn chapter four the nth order compatibility equations

are derived for quantities at the \^¡ave front. A generalization
of Bansarrs work [5], who only considered a finite number of
discontinuities and Cohen [6], who only considered constant

\Â¡ave speeds as applied to shells, is rrndertaken.

chapter five leads to the development of the nth order
propagation and decay-induction equations for both unconstrained

,,.'. :.:-;:ii..,.

; i:.: | ',:''::. :
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and constrained rods. This is really onry an extension of
cohenrs results in l,7l and t8l for shock (n=r) and accerera-
tion (n=2) waves. A general orthogonality principle is
discovered which arl sorutions to the propagation and decay-
induction equation must satisfy.

rn chapter six the form of the solution for the con-
strained and unconstrained rods is found. This sorution can

be decomposed into a combination of two mappings. The first
maps vectors from the initia.l eigenspace at ===o to the
eigenspace at arbitrary s. The second mapping can be viewed
as a transformation in the eigenspace at arbitrary s. By the
polar decomposition theorem we find these mappings can be

viewed as a general rotation and deformation of the initial
vrave mode vectors- The analysis performed alrows the sorut-
ion of distinct or multiple wave speed protrtems. For multipre
v¡ave speeds the governing s-et of equations are a coupled set
of ordinary linear differentiar equationè. A basis is esta-
blished. which allows these equations to be uncoupled.

chapter seven speciarizes the general theory developed
in the previous chapter to'various simplified rods. The

nature of the solution for uniform rods as developed by

cohen t4] is just such a specialization. Also the cases of
the wave speeds a¡rd inertia tensor K being independent of s

are considered. The case of K being in a special diagonal
form is also e¡arni¡sfl.

chapter eight concerns itself with solving an actual

:.-.::

:l:
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example. For simplicity a constrained rod satisfying some

of the properties of chapter seven is considered. The

problem in a slightry modified form was examined by cohen Í71

who considered onry straight untwisted rods with distinct
eigenvarues. rn our examination we consider straight un-

twisted. rods, twisted but uncurved rods, and plane curved but
untwisted. rods, arr r"¡ith various multiple wave speeds. lrle

find the results consistent with physical intuition.

:i. i.r:,.

i-,'..1:,i...
t.1"::!i.r i:r,
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CHAPTER 2

FORMULATIOI{ OF UNCONSTRAINED THEORY

' The objective of this chapter is to develop the

equations for a general nonlinear isothermal hyperelastic

rod. The model will then be linearized in a specific manner

to give an exact linear theory of rods.

Vle start by modelling a rod as a one-dimensional dir-

ected continuum in a three-d.imensional euclidean point space.

The rod is characterízeð. by an associated translation space

V. This space contains a curve C representing the rod axis

and a two-dimensional subspace Í representihg Lhe cross-section.

I\¡¡o directors 9o (a = L,2)L, contained in V are established

which characteríze the geometry of the cross-section. The

rod axis and. the directors are in general fr:¡rctions of the

material coordinate s and time t. fhey are rèpresented res-

pectively by

r: r(s,t) , 9o = $o(s,t)'-' (2.L)

are defined asThe initialized values of these quantities

l::-_.:,_

5(s) = r(s,o), Do(s) = 9o(s,o)

a basis in

^ denotes

assumed to

(2.2)

Í and that

f kl .. we will
represent arc

I{e

9r' !r' 5

also use

require that do constitute

define a basis in V, where

to represent (k) 
=. 

s is

t Unl"=r othe:r.¡ise
ranges, 1,2 and

specified Greek and. Latin
l12 13 respectively.

indices consist of the

:¡ri:

:{.
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length at t : o. A real valued action densíty or Lagrangían

is now assumed to exist, being a function of the following
quantities

L = t(i,go,êo,i,go,sois) t so = (î,?o,Ðo,1,?o) . e.3)

The specification of this quantity will govern the dynamical

behavior of the rod. The action &, is defined by

pL ds dt (2 .4)
3 .sz

o = ['t 't, t,

tervals on space

I is defined by

and time are arbitrary. A vir-where

tual

T-

the'in
impulse

rf'tr sl

.s

.i"
q

p(I'ô: * fo'ogo)dsdr 6I * ño-oao)at(ñ'
s2

S
I

(2.s)¡2
- J tË-o: * ñ"

sI

,t,
- ogq) u" l. 2

I

f represents a body force, ñ the stress vector, Ë tfr" giener-

alized momentum. The quantities fo, ño, fro r"pt"sent the (

corresponding director quantitiesi o i= ai" *-== per unit
length at t - O, ôr and ôdo are general virtual displacements.

The ordinary dot product is symbolízed by expressions of the

form I.o:.

The summation convention occurs over
terms ritte Ës-ôao.

the full rarge of indices for
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Since general virtual displacements of the directors
are allowed, it is apparent that the modet being developed

allows for director and hence cross-sectional deformation.

Explicit expressions for the equations of motion and the con-

stitutive relationships are not{ found by stating Hamilton's
principle as

(2.6)

by the

(2 .7',)

sing

ations

Cl, . Ct.-p)

(2.8)

I=ôa

The variation described by (2.6) is restricted
principle of mass conservation which is expressible as

6(Pds) = O

The variation of the action can now be determined by u
(2.3) , (2.4) , (2.71, integration by parts, and the rel

uri.,l:aÇ , ô(êo):aÇ

^h .Ç2 tr s2

ôa:l ,"-ôf *r,o-oao)atl -f I teî-el'ôI* rl-tJ-
t -Þ
rltrol

t2

tr'

where we have defined

A[ 0 âL -cr âL AL cl ALlì = 0^^r n : 0:=-, l- : Q^-;_, P : -9.- p = -O---=- . l¿.yìär 'Ad 'âd : 'âr -- 'Ad
-G -C[ - -c,

s2r
- ôdoldsdt - J (p'o: * po.6do) ds
. st

Indeve1oping(2.8)wehaveassumedthatal1quantities
i

on the right hand side are continuous over s and t'. I{ith this i

i.,,,iËi$
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continuity requirement we may now express the equations

developed from our Hamilton's principle (2.6) in integrar or
differentiar form. using (2.s) and (2.9) we develop the

integral form of these equations

.t2 .s2

I I {i*ol-el -ô:*ti"-1"*I"-po} -ôgo}dsdr
'l- e-r "r

*i' ,ri-ll - ôr- rlo-õol - ôgolu. l='q -q 1",
(2.LO¡ ¡.,.,.:

(2.11)

i l:::, :.:--

since (2.L0) must hotrd for arbitrary limits of inte_
gration we conclude that the quantities being integrated must.

be identically zero. This lets us exhibit the differential
form of Ilamilton's prínciple by

fi+pI=e,îo-1o*fo=Èo r

l=õ,lo=ño, s=sr,s2 ,

-Ct, Cl =rv.e = B r P , t: trr L,

The Lagrangian is now assumed to be made up of two

distinct parts, a strain energy component fl and a kinetic
energy component T in a specific form

L = út (i,9o,ê,r,1{o;s) -T (i,êo) , e -r2)
r(;,åo) : L;'i * å""ui"'èu, voß = o, Mo = ti,?o,ûo) -
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The definition of T ensures that yoß = yßo. Making

use of (2.12) the constitutíve equations (2.9) may be written

as

àW s AUI -cr àW - c¿ oß: ,^ a-rIÌ = 9-=r n = 0-;-r I = g-¡ p = gÍt p = py'do.(¿.LJlâ¡ - âgo âgo

equations of motion (2.LLrt,2 may be rewritten as

 íì + pr = pi , âo-ro * Ío = 0""ßêo (2.t4,

These equations represent the balance of linear and

director momentum respectively. Continuity of L in its

arguments has been assumed in developing (2.13) and (2.L4r.

This restriction will now be somewhat relaxed.

A single moving poínt of discontinuity of stress and

momentum like terms will be allowed to traverse the rod. The

quantities !, fo *u 1" in (2.Ll-) are seen not to be trans-

mitted across a cut in the rod. Their behavior is therefore

not that of stress or momentum like terrÌs. They may be con-

sidered as generalized bod.y forces - Discontinuities in

t, fc and la will therefore not be allowed. The terms n, P,
0,-ctn*,and. p* are alone allowed to have discontinuities.- 

;t the moving point of discontinuity the material co-

ordinate is a function of time

S: P(t) (2.1s)

the speed ofThe location of the point of discontinuity and

propagation V may be defined as

.:{,.

l''.> .a.-,.-t-l ,r

The
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'Wit.h these preliminaries Cohen t9l gives

motion across a discontinuity as

tll = pvtil , [lo] - -py ßrtêBl

where [n] is defined as follows

(2.L6)

the equations of

(2.L7',)

lnl : 1ím{n (P (t) +h,t) - n (P (t) -h,t) } ,h ) o
h-to

(2.18)

The Lagrangian and strain energy functions that have

been considered are not arbitrary. The Lagrangian is made to
satisfy the principle of Euclidean invariance, and the strain
energy the principle of material frame indifference.

The principle of Euclidean invariance will be discus-

sed first. This is a requirement that the var_iation of the

Lagrangian must be zero for arbitrary rigid. rotations of the

entire rod.

The position of the rod. and directors is initially
vvgiven in terms of a reference state, represented by : and do

respectively. This state is fixed and is not allowed any

possible variation. The vectors r and do give the rotated
posj-tlons of the rod as

5:95'9o:99o (2.le)

A proper orthogonal9 i= a proper constant orthogonal tensor.

tensor 9 i= defined as

i:i.:':.i..,.
ilr'':.: ' i i_
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g gt = 9t 9 = I r |.oy : gtg.y t lrty€.V . e.20,)

'9t is the transpose of o. The variation of I and do can be

expressed as

ô: = ôlo5 , ôgo = ô!ågo , ô!o = ô9 9t ., (2.2L1

^_TöL- is a constant antisymmetric tensor.
Mathematically the principle of Eucridean invariance

can be stated

pôr = p{.oi * oþ.0ê^ + pôL .oa^ + 04.ôi + o{--ôio:0,âf - aga -u âgo -cx, âi ' âêo 
e.22)

for ô: = ôlof , ôgo = ô!o9o ( 2.23)

we pause at this point to present some useful results
from linear algebra. rf u, v and. r are arbitrary vectors and

tensors in U and. UeU respectively

u.Tv:tr(ST), S=v-&u,
(2.24)

tr(srA) : tr(sArA¡, tr(sstA) = 0,

where tr reads trace and Q reads tensor product. using the

constitutive eguations (2.g), (2.13)+,s and the relations
(2.23) and .(2.24) the statement of Euclidean invariance (2-22)

becomes

A general tensor is cornposed of_symmetric and antisyrmnetric parts

4 = 4= + AÀ deri-ned by 3= : S, (t=)* = 3=, lo = +, (AÀ)r :
2

A-A
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tr((îøn*êr"1"+dcxaro)oulo)=9 (2.2s,)

rt is noted that the last two terms in (2.221 correspond.ing

to the inertia terms are symmetric. since (2.2s) holds for'
all ôLA

(îon)A + {âoon0¡A + (d.,øIcr)o = 9

This is a system of tensor equations which is equivarent to
three scalar equat5-ons. Through (2.L3)t , z , s equ4tion (2.26)

represents a restriction upon the form of the strain eneïgy

function.

The principle of material frame indifference requires
that the strain energy be invariant under rigid body motions.

A rigid body motion is defined. by

i = ro(t) + e(t)r , êo = g(t)go r

(2.26)

(2.27)

where O(t) is an arbitrary proper orthogonal tensor. This

principle is expressed by

¡̂*Jl^ 
al (i ,9o,9o,Ir{o; s) = (il (r*,9o,9o,Mo; s) ( 2.28)

Substitution of (2.27) into (2.28) results in

r,,(gi,ggo,gêorMo;s) = w(t,g*,êo,Mo;s), (2.2s)

A scarar valued function satisfying (2.29) is said to be in-
variant under the full orthogonal group.

A representation theorem attributed to Cauchy by Trues-

derl and Noll states that a scalar valued vector function is
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invariant j-f, and only if, the scalar is a function of the

dot products of the arguments. Since ûl must satisfy the

additionar constraint (2.26) imposed by the principle of

,i Euclidean invariance, all of the above mentioned dot products ,t!,-

are not independent of one another. Equation (2.26) repre-
sents a set of three linear homogeneous partial differential

] 
equations in fifteen independent varíables, the components of 

,,,;,,;,i

' " 1:ti'â,d^.anaâ^.Thetheoryofsuchequationsstatesthatthere
-0 -- ;0,

,'
: exist twelve independent solutions in terms of which ftt may be ],,".,

expressed. For convenience we let

The independent quantities we choose are dr.gi, êo.gr. These

terms satisfy the necessary criterion for the principle of
material frame indifference to apply.

The strain energy functioir satisfying alr invariance
requirements is now expressed as

ûl = (,(J(U; Hij,Oo.rs) , (2.31)

where

9, =t

u:yij rK',i ,

(2.30)

(2.321

, :::l:.i:

., ,t;l::l

::: :::::': ¡::.:

'are the relative strain measures given by i;;¡.:..,

i|""''¿"i

Yrj = hi j-Hi j, Koi = øoi-Q,ri '
'^^.
hrj = 9i'93, "rj 

: ?i'?i' wcri : êo'9i'oc¿i = Ðo'?i ' (2'33) 
i
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I'or simplicity the rod equations will now be expressed

it . highly compressed format. To do so it is necessary to

define a higher order vector space. The vector space U is a

directsllm, ll=V @V @ [/whereelements¿ e {/are construc- 
,

ted by the rule

!= (3r' Yz, gr) , li e V , i = L,2,3 (2-34)

The standard Euclidean inner product on V., henceforward de-

noted by

defined by {:,:} = .g',yit. The component subspaces of [l are

thus seen to be orthogonal complements of one another.

The position and geometry of the rod are defined by

(2.1). This description can be modified such that the rod. may

equivalently be considered as a moving curve in {.J. Doing so

requires the definitiori of a generalized displacement or co-

ordínate vector p = (5,9o). The system (2.L) may now be re-
placed by

2 = P(s,t) (2.35)

fn a similar manner the following quantities, all vectors in
U are defined

!={1,1o),lj =(J,J"),f= (I,I") (2.3G)

The quantitl' I is given by

I-p#=g, (2.37)

since üJ by (2-12), i-s independent of r.
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In terms of this new notation

.(2.L4) , (2.L7 ) .and the constitutive

be written as

I"l + pF -- Kp , INJ = -VK [p]

where

the equations of motion

relationships (2.13) may

ry ,Ll:Pry-aþ ,li=PàW-ðp , (2 .381

f\. 1r /..;j. .:-- ' ¡:-.-./ l
|'.1. _-': ì-r '

il --::i:ì-.1: ..... 5:-lrl::::1: q l

'-- r"t -:-1

(2.3e)

Themappingsl,g
respectively.

the identity and zero operators on V

The principle of material frame indifference expressed

by (2-28) can be redefined in terms of the nine-dimensional

space U. Vfe let Q be an arbitrary proper orthogonal transform-

ation on V and 0 be an orthogonal transformation on U defined

by

K-p el
5"ß.|

are

I;
5oß=voßI,f=5*,

The tensors 0_

sroup Of- on u -g

òf our higher

0_ = I o I @

denote a subgroup 0

The system (2.27)

order space by

þ: (r,o,o) + 0p ,-o

(2.40)

the full orthogonal

be reformulated in terms

I
of

s
may

* -^p = 0p (2.4L)

I^Iith these definitions (2.28) becomes

w (þ.,fr,uo;=) = oJ (e,Ê,uo;") (2 .42)
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It may also be verified. that (2.39) satisfies

K:0K0T e.43)

Í i= therefore isotropic with respect to 9. 
::..::.In order to satisfy the prínciple of material frame ,,',i,',

indif f erence in U, ÍtJ must be a function of the inner products

between I and p both at the initial state and the deformed

state. - ,.,,.:.:

The equations of motion and the constitutive equations 
:"::;i:::

,.,t .,,r'

developed are highly nonlinear. There are a number of ways '::,;¡::;

ín which an approximate set of linear equations might be de-
:

ve1opedaboutasuitab1ydefinedequi1ibriumpoint.This

approach will not be taken here. Instead we will assume that
^the stnain energy [í is a quadratic in p, p on1y. This ís a 

,

i

tremendous specialization of the nonliàear theory. Not only 
i

i

does this state that the rod. motion is independent of the 
l

initial or reference state but that thifd order derivatives
of üJ with respect to þ, Ê vanish. The Taylor series expan- 

i.:r,r,::

sion for I{ and ll "¡oul p] Ê = o are therefore finite series :::..':-:,

.. âß,' à2w
I:Ç¿p:Papap

âtr' à2(tl Ií'i : î,--; = Ê ^l- â.r alaf 
I

à2lU,nI^-

P=9 r ' "ðÊap

þ:g

ð2l/-P -l- O---=----:x-

P=g " 'âPaP

þ:o

þ̂,p=9 '-

P=o

t^lp
I P=o:-p:o

(2 .44)
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i 'i _êr r¡:

:
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Since third order derivatives of út, with respect to

p, p vanish it follows that second order derivatives are

functions only of s. Therefore, it is immaterial that the
à2(tlquantiti"r fuäp etc. are evaluated at Et Ê = 9. we have

A

v

!

lTl 
^H-p

,!

:TE*

ð2w
P

ðEae

'ry=!P,*
ð2w: ^-P¡f
âpâp

ð2w= P: ^-.;àEan

^þ,

This linear theory of rods is called an exact linear

theory of rods as once the specified form of the strain

energy function is chosen no additional assumptions are nec-

essary. No higher order terms are neglected. as recourse to

small deformation theory has not been appealed to.
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CHAPTER 3

FORI{ULATION OF CONSTRAINED THEORY

' The theory developed in the previous chapter concerned

itself with general rod and director (cross-sectional) de-

formation. This chapter contains a specialization of those

resultsr rro director (cross-sectional) deformation. Known as

the constrained theory only rigid rotations of the directors
are allowed. A general nonlinear theory is developed and by

a process known as small deformations superimposed on finite
deformations an approximate linear theory is established.

The constrained theory is developed by requiring the

directors to be rigid. Without loss of generality it will be

assumed that the directors constitute an orthonorpal triad.
To form a triad a third director is defined by

9. =9, *9, I Î (3-1)

To behave as an orthonormal triad

(3.2)

(3.3)

ii:lìil'r:,:liì
iliiìttri.:.Ë

l:-'

t'

It is to be noted that (2.30) is not valid in this chapter.

A fixed orthonormal basis 1i is assumed to exist in

V. The motion of the directors can be expressed. as a function

of e. as
-t_

where I = 9(s,t) is an arbitrary proper orthogonal tensor.

The material derivative of gi is found to be
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^-.rA¡.tA^tFd._r = I-- gi , y-- = g g- (3.4)

For every antisyrunetric tensor IA of rank 3 there corresponds

an axial vector defined by :l =lr"r, that
-l{ 

', 
.: -:j. .: : -:

- :.:.:.t -.: .. i. .t..1..

îÀÀrr. - y^ d. = e x d. , E = y^ (3.5)
-l_ - -L -j.'a -A

Similarily by taking time derivatives of (3.3)
'..:

j. .: r:._:)'Àa.mÀ.
é,=To9i:g*gi,Io=igt,g=Tå (3-6) ::r::

.

r ' Physical meanings aFe easily attributed to the symme- : r:,:::::ì

tric and antisymmetric parts of a tensor. It is apparent
I fto* (3.6) that WA corresponds to a rate of ¡otation tensor.
i The term Ws , which for the constrained theory is identically i

zero,canbeshowntobetherateofdeformationtensor
:

To develop the constrained equations of motion we must i

ii
i =ee what effect (3.6) has upon our formulaLion of the varia- i

, tional principle. For L continuous in all of its arguments

this means a modification of (2.10). Since that equation
' i't"':'"

;i:.. :: .'. .

, holds for arbitrary variatíons ô1o it must hold for i:',:.¡ 
.

ôd = å (3.7) .':"";"";':;

-0 ryCt

For a constrained roa å^, is given by (3.6)r. Therefore the_cr _ - r

variational principle must be satisfied for ,, ,:. :. .

À ' 't't 
t

ô9o = T^ 9o (3.8)

Following the argument used to develop (2-LL) from (2.f0) all

terms under the integral sign in (2.10) upon substitution of
(3.8) must be made identically zero. The equations affected ,,,:.:,,.;i

-:{,:
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by (3.8) alone will be developed. using (3.8) , (2.24)t,s

änd (2.13)s it (2'10) wehave----¡

(3.e)

tr ( (doeâo 9oÊlo * 9oal" - do&pvctueu, 
oryol = o ^r

tr((doeño goelo)\"1 = o ,.,s = sr,sz ,

tr( (d,røËo - 9oøe"l\ol = Q, t = Er,L,

These retationships must hold for arbitrary WA. Using this

information and integration by parts

t--: ^ I "- ,êoalo) o- (dcÊlct) o*p (goøIo) o=pvoß (-) o 
' '

goalo' 
'-cr -c -Ln' - 9o"9g

(gaaõa)o=(g,rølo)o , s = sr,s2 , (3'10)

(doøfrct¡ A= 
1do@p0) 

A , L = L, ,L, r

where it is found pyoßt{"*{g) is symmetric. The relation-

ships unaffectect by (3.8) and hence sti1l applicable to the

constrained rod are Q.L4)r and (2.fI)r,ì.

upon substitution of the invariance relation Q.26)

into(3.10)lamodifiedequationofmotioncorrespondingto

the classical balance of angular momentum results

(--i 
^) 

A+ (îen) o*p (goefo) o=pyoßt: 
^ll 

o

d Ên* 
ryLL d- 8d^

_0, _c[ _þ

(3.11)

This equation is put in more recognizabte form if the follow-

ing relation is used

ì J...!:ìf::r:t:iì, 1l

l:liì.j:ii. ¿ìirÌ:) ii

l_I", :l-.
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-2(a@b)l = g"! , a,beV . (3.L2)
.-

Taking -2 times the axial vector of (3.11) and utilizing
(3.L2 ) causes

^^
T+:xn+pg=po,

m = d xno, cr = d xfo, o = yoßa *å^- -ct

(3.r_3)

,:-,: 1':.

For our constrained theory (3.I3) replaces (2-L4)z the ;¡::':::

more general expression for rods with deformable cross-sec-

tions. The number of vector differential equations to be

solved is two, one less than required for the more general

rod. The balance laws across a discontinuity for the con-

strained theory are easily computed by taking the cross

product of do with (2.L7)z and recognizing that (2.L7)L is

unchanged

tll = -pvlfl , [T] = -pvtll (3-14)

(3.14), depends on the fact tgol = 9. ,. ..,

The strain energy function (2.31) developed in chapter ::,:.'::i:

:: :1,; , ,.:,

two is not directly applicabte. Relationship (2.3L) is a ':,',,."'

function of 12 independent quantities. The constrained theory

is subject to six additional constraints. These involve the

directors and the material derívatives of the directors. The ¡'l*''
iilì:lilÏ.:;l

constraints are
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Actually more geometric constraints such as $.9, = 0

exist but they are irrelevant for the following reason. To

satisfy the principle of material frame indifference ll is a

function of all possible inner products between î, 9o, eo,
which are all assumed to give new information. IÈ is clear

that the six equations of (3.15) do not. Hence úJ is restri-
cted by (3.15), and the number of independent quantíties of

which the constrained strain energy is a function of is six.
This modified. strain energy called r! is

V = W"(u;tt.ry.rs) , u:yirti ,

yi=hi-Hirti=yi_y., 

,3.16)
- hi:þi:ogn'ê:,Hi=*r:oPu'0: r

Yi = 9t'Î i Yi = ?r'3 ,

where ê.-,- is the standard permutation symbol.afJ<

The constitutive equation for m is developed from

(2.L3)z and (3.13)2 and is

_âú
T = 9o*0ff (3'17)

_c[

This expression can be replaced by the equivalent

âilrm=PÃ=
- dL

(3. 18) i..:,-i;'.,;r.,¡';¡¡i¡. 
i:::.:j: :::.ir.:l;:rì:iÌ

In a slightly different form we write the constitutive equa-

tions for both m and n
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ail, âh, aú . âür âY, 
arl,I = 05fr; ri = pffi 9,., I = oü E = of 9, (3.1e)

The fuli-y nonlinear equations of motion and constitutive

equations have been developed. lfe will now linearize these

equations by considering small perturbations superposed on a

finitely deformed configuration. The finitely deformed con-

figuration will be assumed to be in a stat,e of statical equil-
ibrium. The inertia terms are zero for this condition.

Ouantities in the perturbed state will be signified by a bar

over the'desired scalar, vector ¡ or tensor. The lineariza-

tion occurs by considering only the effect of first order

quantities. Second and higher order terms are assumed to be

insignificant. The displacement of the rod axis and the dir-

ectors correct to first order terms are

r(s,t) and do(s,t) represent quantities in the finitely de-

formed. state. g(s,t) and 0(s,t) are the displacement and

rotation vectors from the finitely deformed to the perturbed

states. Because of ( 3 .1) rl'ie may generalize ß .20 ), by

gi=9i+9"9i (3.21)

Since r and d. represent statical quantities

(3.20)

:{,

(3.22)
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!{e now break up all of the quantities in the momentum

and constitutive equations for the perturbed state into com-

ponent parts giving

r':.1.:it::il
l{ -+: r.11

m=m+mr fI=n*n t g.=q+q t 6=Ç,

;cl, :0 -ct 0'r=r+IrIl=n+n
(3.23)

The terms of the form m, n etc. represent quantities ín the 
l:1,::,,,:,,,.:

1,,,r,,¡..:finitery deformed state. ñ, ñ etc, are the increments of m, ":;:::

n required to arrive at the perturbed state. From the defini- i..;,:ì..¡

tions of m, g and o, (3.13)2,3,4wê find using (3.23)r,r,n and

(3.20 ) that

ñ = d *ño + (g"go)*3o, Ê : go"io * (ôxdo)xfa
- -Cl (3.24'.)

;= pvoßax($xdo) = pgô ,i= oYcßdoxlfixdu) = pP¡, g=gt' 
i- -cr ; -Þ - -ct '¿ ;þ' ';l 
i 

,

where second order quantities are neglected. By using the 
I

'

definition of transpose it. is possible to show B = BT. ' '

-The equations of motion for the perturbeã 
"a]a" can now 

fir::ii::,:1
i;-::1..'rj r::

be written as a linear combination of the finitely defoÍmed .,,,r,.,.,,,

state and the íncrements. Since the quantities in the f ini- ltr..t:t.

tely deformed state satisfy a condition of statical equili-
brium they may be cancelled out of the perturbed equations of

¡..'..¡:.,t_,;:,,,,:,.motion. Therefore equations (2.I4lr , (3.13)1 , (3.14 ), , , i,lì::,.,jiri:,

become
aa^-^
11 = pI = pg, T + I"l * uxn * pg = pBg

(3.2s)
:flf :-pvtÈl , tül : -pvgtðl 
¡r::j:;+;i:;:i
ii,:,:.''.-:¿::¡,
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The constitutive equations are now linearized by ex:

panding the relations (3.19) as a Taylor series about the

deformed equilibrium state A and are given by

iì¡,r.r'i
iìr.+-r:

,;tii,:j.,;
ìÌ:';::::::;''l

¡ = ,åh ¡, =,0tr1^.'flæ;l^;, +'#5*

â;:
T = oãå;-ei = ,rftl^. rf,ql^;, + rryql

i. ana ñ. are computed from (3.16)s,s, (3.20)-f i

I ='+{l^9r*9,, I ='ryæ;l^e,*e,, 9 ='Ërn,

(3.27)

This gives, to first order approximation
ry 

^ ^ ^y: : z'D., h- = K-D*, z = t+äxQ, K - 0 (3.28)

= 
represents the extensional and shearing strain, r the rot-

ational strain. Substitution of (3.28)- ^ into (3-26) and- -! t 2

using the definitions for n and m (3.23)- - we have'Ir2

! = g*l + l? + IS , i = g"T * gtg + gS ,
(3.29)

ohi) 
(P, + (0xDr)) ,

. (3.261

h.) (o. + 16xo.))I -'r - -aA

and the fact

d.od. .
-a --ìA

The linearized equations of a constrained rod. become

much simpler if we consider the finitely deformed configura-

tion A to be the rrndeformed state. For this particular case

n=Orm=Orr=R (3.30)

The system of governing equaLions (3.25 and (3.29)t.,2 reduce

to
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pÍ=pu

- -pv IEJ

Ez+HK

tL = (u ,u. )
-t -1 -2

:=(?,5),9=(:,g)
We also define higher order tensor quantities by

,m*Rxn

, t¡l=
rF

, m = H-z

n+

lnl

11 =

+pq=p80,

-pI/B t0l r

*95

pP9

y, G = Lr2

The tensors E, H, and G are no$¡ functions of s arone. This
set is slightly modified by repracing the cross product in
(3'28)3 and (3'31)2 by the appropriate antisymmetric tensor T

(f 
'Q)

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

The procedure of introducing a higher order ïector
space to compress the format of the governing equations, as

in chapter two, is now accomplished. we define a higher order
vector space f as a direct sum \/ - v@v. Erements u e f are
constructed by the rule

^a?=g+T0rrtr*tñ+pq=

'3oe
A standard Eucridean product on y is defined by {u,v} -
<u. rv. >4.
-a -]-

vle now define the generalized strains, displacements,
stresses, and bodlz forces by

tic=(nrm)rh=

-.l:.

a rt wil1 always be appareni
nean the Euclidea¡ producÈ

for the problem being
onUoronV.

discussed. whether we
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I=

We may

AS

r:l =

,2=

(3.31) and (3 .28 )3 , 4 taking

I;;]
rewrite

, f =f* s (g.¡s)

into account (3.321

-v,( t¡l ^ aT¡

,t-X-L+ ph=Kd ,L=Ds 's=9*Ig
(3.36)

equations is of dimension six. The constrained
the degrees of freedom for the rod by three.

This system of
theory reduces

It will always
are referring

be ap_carent for
ro the 5 i'ga g

the problen being
or in V_ øY-

discussed whether we

ir! .:.-_3.;.!. - ¡Lr-: . :

tr,::.Yif ':;;']. .;::. I ïì.: .1 r ''_
:. _i.:..::.ir::t 

a.,ir: .;.:::)
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CHAPTER 4

JUIUP COMPAÎIBTLITY RELATIONSHIPS

This chapter concerns itself with deriving the so

called jurnp compatibility equations. The jrrmp compatibirity
conditions relate tíme and.spatial derivatives of quantities
across a moving discontinuity.

Vfe start our discussion by recalting that a moving

point of discontinuity in a rod can be represented by

: = I(s,t) , s = P(t) (4.1)

At this stage we assume a point of discontinuity is a place

where some property of the rod, say II, suffers a definite
jirmp in value given by

lII]:Iim(Il(s+h,t) Il(s-h,t)10,s=p(r) (4.2)
h-+o

;

: Only one point of discontinuity will be assumed to
l

i "xist along the rod. The point of singularity is known as

the wave front. The wave is a travelfing vrave front. The
.

: speed of propagation is
.o

V=P=P, (4.3)

where o represents a total time derivative. The speed of
propagation represents the velocity of the wave front.

Àt the vrave front
Oo^

Ii=JI+VN (4-4)

Taking jumps in (4.4) and rearranging gives

tnl = tftl - vlffl (4.s)
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Hadamardrs lermna states that

no no
tnl = Inl (4.6')

rtoI denotes n total time derivatives. Utilizing (4.6') and

(4.5) we have
o

tnl = rnl - vtfrl (4.7t

Replacing I by Ìî in (4.7) yields
o

r"î'l = t"iîl - vt t"*nt' ^l , (4.8)
n^'where II represents n spatial derivatives and one time deri-

vative- Vüe replace n by n in (4.7)
o

¿. . 
^ttrl : trrl - vlirl (4.e)

Substituting (4.8) into (4.9) results in

t"lrl = tîsj - 9tîl - ,,r,fi + v2 riil . ,4.r0)

subsequant analysis we will only be interested in
quantities having discontinuities in at most the two highest

order differential terms. Assuming the jumps in all lower

order derivatives are zero we can rewrite (4.10) as

o

r'fr:v,['ri] ,ntll-$rnl (4.rr)

:.. ,...Discontinuities are not allowed in II for this case 
iir,it.

We v¡il1 now consider the jump in a quantity with (m+p)

derivatives. Discontinuities will only be allowed in the

terms with (m+p) and (m+p-I) derivatives. This may be sunìma-

rized bY 
ir'': 

'
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'a¡b
[ [ ] = o , a + b < m + p-l . (4.L2')

If relationship (4.1-2) holds it is possible to develop a re-
lationship for t'ìfl'I by

o

t*in'l = (-v)pr(m+n)^, + p(-v)p trt'.fi.iT;1

+ (p-1) p (-1) p*lvP 
'3t 

('*ÌT Ð ^l/z

t.:. 1:' :

( 4 .13)

The proof of (4.13) will be carried. out by induction.
In the proof we will suppress the dependence of II on spacial

derivatives. Therefore \Á/e wish to show that for

p' (p-1)' (p-r).
t-nl I o, I'' n' I I 0, f'' n' t = 0', r = 2 p, (4.L4)

the following holds

tnu l= (-v) p tnf,l*p (-v) p-t 
t 
tnnrl+ (p-t) p (-r) p+lyP-,St (n;r) ^ J/,

(4.ls)

Fgr the case p=I (4.15) gives (4.5). Therefore (4.15)

is true for p-1. We nov/ assume that it is also true for the

case p=c. Vle must show that equation (4.15) is true for
p:c*I. In this case new conditions corresponding to (4.L4)

must be established. These are

(c+1) . (c*l-r) -I n 110,trt]f o,t'n l: o,r=2 c.(4.16)
i

It is to be notàd that only the two highest. order differential i

terms have non-zero jumps. By replacing II i.t (4.15) by fi ana

using

':{

tÌ í:l::l:!l
f,ii:iì+<;:¡
li.: ï:. i:..
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c^. .3- (c+1)
t-n I = tnl - v[' Ir'^]', [('-+)^'] = -vtïl t

oo (4.L7',). 1ç- fi- c^ ç!.t r l=-v[r]-vlrrl ,

(c+1):
we find t- II'] attains the form of (4.f5) where p has been

replaced by (c+1). Equations (4.L7)r,z came as a consequence

of (4.4) and (4-16). Equation (4.L7)3 results by applying

the product rule to (4.L7)2 -

Vte may conclude that by mathematical induction (4.15)

holds for all positive integers p. .Replacing II in (4.15) by
m^
I gives (4.13) .

l:/,:i¡,,:..,,".1
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CHAPTER 5
.

DEVELOPI{ENT OF i¡lAVE EQUATIOI{S

' This chapter concerns itself with developir-r9 the so

called. nth order v¡ave propagation and decay-induction 
,,:r

equations fox the general rod and the consLrained rod. we :'

will initíal1y assume that discontinuities exist in the nth
and higher derivatives of the appropriate displacement

:-

variables. The systems of equations governing the motion of ,i,'

rods can always be expressed in terms of these: Suantities. 
'.,,....j

This analysis therefore establÍshes a method of studying the i'"

propagation of nth order waves at the \^rave front.
There are Lwo equations of motion at the wave front

in terms of the dispracement variables. These are called. the

propagation and decay-induction equations. From the latter
one is able to generate an equation for the so called wave

mode vector. A scalar murtipte of this vector is seen to be

independent of the order of the waves.

1) Unconstrained Rods

:rì:::'j a;

We start by giving the complete set of linear equations ::

for the unconstrained. rod as developed in chapter two.

^
ry - M + pF_ : Íy, t!l= -v5l4l,
,I = ri * l.t , ry = yl.* [1. t

where T , H, A are fu¡rctions of -s alone.

A shock wave is defined as a wave in which discontinui-
ties occur i¡ firs-. and higher order derivatives of P or
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tel = e , tþl I o , rìl = 9 (s.2)

Substitution of (5.1) o into (5 .1), and utilizing (5 .2') re-

sults in

lfPl = -vrtpl - (s-3)

Using eompatibility ielationship (4.7) gives

([-u,K) tÊ] = g (s.4 )

This equation is known as the propagation equation for weak

shock waves.6

Substitution of (5.l)e 
, ,* into (5.1)r and. taking the

jump in the results gives upon using (5.2')

2a

[tTl * (Á+n-,rr) tÊ] + plFl = ffp.l (s.s)

ì

i "hysically 
the quantity F represents a general body force.

I We examine problems in which F is continuous, therefore

tfl = o. Using the compatiUiiity equatiàn (4.11) we find

, (5.5) becomes
o

tzK)l'il * (Â-B+ü,()lil * ?vr¡!1 = 9 ,9= -(Í-1t) (s.6)

This equation is caIIed. the decay-induction equation for shock

v7aves.

.i Before going into a discussion of the propagation and i+,..

decatrr-induction equations we will develop relationships for a

I{eak shock waves r}ean we are considering a linear Èheory-
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general nth order wave. Equations (5.4) and (5.6) will then

be shown to be special cases of these relationships.

We define an nth order wave as

tt?n'l I o, t * 9 > n, Itin'l = g, r * e < n . (s.7)

It is apparent that for n > I (5.1)2 is identically
satisfied. A method of developing two equations of motion to
be satisfied is not obvious. However two equations can be

established by the following method. Differentiate (5.1)r

with respect to time (n-21 and (n-1) times. Taking the jump

in these two equations and using (5.7) and the continuity of
f_ gives

^ (n-2) . (n-2) . n- ^ (n-1) - (n-1) . (n+1) .t ru l-t y l=Íïp"l ,l ry l-t { l= Kt e f ,

(n:1) ^ (n-1) - (n-2) .
¡,1 =H' E , M -O ,

(5.8)
^(n-1). ^(n-1)- i ^(n-1); 2n.(n-1). r

ry =l n +A f +Á, p,

. ,t.,,Substitution of (5.8)^ - into (5.e¡. ^ and using ,.',:
'3¡4t5t6 ' :lt2

th1 comnatibility_ rq,lqtjonship (4.13) results in
. Il¡(4-v'()lPl = g

i'+
io-u'f) it;;¿t;1*r4-g.<zr,-r)r?K-{.r,-z) (n-1)v-'zü(A-v2K) /z}fîl (s.e) i"*

_+-_v '{ (o_t) (A_vz K) _zvz_K} tï:l

.:.'-::..

l-; r:. .;.:.

ì
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Equations (5.S¡, and (5.9)2 are the general propagation
and decay-i-nductíon equations for an nth order discontinuity.
For the case n=l they are identical to (5.4) and (5.6)r .

Therefore n=I is a special case of (5.9)

Equation (5.9)r is an eigenvalue probrem, the sorution
of which gives the eigenvalues v2 and the eigenvectors r"É1.
Since A and K are functions only of s we conclude that V2 and

r til are functions of s alone. Therefore (4.41 reduces to
t

o^
Í=VJI .

(s.11)

(5.10) 1:;:.,1.

vüe may also solve for the term îf?l in (5.9)2 by differentia-
tíng (5.9), and rearranging. This gives

,} n^ ^ Â^ n^ 
+\

4 t"e'l = evix+vzRl tifi - (A-v'K) i'â-r

using the generar retationships (5.r0) and (5.11) in (5.g)z -i

gives i

i

l

!r! * {Àf-'8-5-'B + 
(2-r+L) 

ît-.,'-z) (n-r) À-1 ît^/a}o
I

(5.12)
-{nt^-2Àf}*=9,

- (n+I) ^ n^
þ = t'--p' I , *= t'il'l , Lx_ (-'$_^1 , À =y2

f is the wave mode vector while g is the induced. r^rave.

! is the identity map on u. The propagation equation (5.9)r

can be rewritLen in terms of our new terminology as,

!r3 = 9 (s.r3)

VÍepausenowtodefineanet{innerproduct{u,v}-onu
l\

defined by
'_ ,- : .: .1.

{u, y}5 {Í,5y} , !,y e U (s.I4¡ i,, '' -
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This relationship satísfies all the requirements for an inner
product. The transpose of a second order tensor R with re-
spect to the K inner product wirl be defined as

{ß*,y}tr={*,lly}r,!,yev. (s.15)

The ordínary transpose can be related to this new quantity
resulting in

1,¡.1,,,.,.,,

-'F -r m 1,. -

ß- = K'|'l (5.16) ,

,-.;...:- , 
j

!üith respect to the new inner product we have ':::"::':

{!,[- '4y]. = {l-l [!,y]x (s.rz)
-i

Therefore 5-t4 ir symmetric with respect to the new inner l

lproduct. rt wilr now be assumed that l-t4 is positive defi-
nite with respect to f. 

:

I

i

Looking at (5.13) we see that it represents the same 
',

eigenvarue problem as (5.9)r . The quantity À representing
the eigenvalues is the square of the speed of propagation. 

...,,,_,¡,

The eigenvalue problem (5.I3), because of the positive defini- .ijr,,.

t.::-;:::: ::teness of 5-t4 with respect to K has some very speciar proper- j.:,,,,,..,

ties.

The characteristic equation

detlr-o i t5-18) l¡;,i..,i;r

associated with the eigenvalue probrem has nine rear roots
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À. (i = t 917, not all of which must necessarily be dis-I

tinct.

Corresponding to each distinct eigenvalue À, there

exists an eigenspace U.. The eigenspace U..is defined as the

set of aJ-l vectors called eigenvectors satisfying the equation

L^ .a = Q t .dEU,
-^. I- - l_- aL

(s.19) 8

The dimension of the eigenspace is the same as the degree of

multiplicity of the eígenvalues. It is also clear that the

eigenspaces U, are all 'subspaces of IJ I and tirat, U i3 composed

of a dírect sum of all U. .

A theorem in linear algebra states that the eigenvalue

problem (5.13) subject to the condition that K-rA is symmetric
'and positive definite with respect to f, has lrn]n=n.ces which

are orthogonal with respect ,to f. The math.ematical- statement

of this problem is

. {r1 ,.j*}K:o,ili,i*e ur,i*ruj (5.20)

If the eigenvalues Ài are all distinct then the dimen-

sion of all eigenspaces is one. The direction of the eigen-

vectors is therefore uniquely specified by a solution of
(5.13). It is also apparent that all the eigenvectors are

orthogonal with respect to the K inner product.

7

From now on f.atin ind.ices wi].l indicate sunrnation from 1 -. - 9 or
or 1 -.. 6 dependilg on if vre are talking about the vecÈor space U or V
respectively-

I
The sumraÈion convention d.oes not apply if one index appears to the left
of an argument-
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The magnitudes of the eigenvectors, which represent

the actual \,vaves at the wavä front, are indeterminate by

(5.13). These magnitudes will be determined by a solution of
the decay-induction equation (5.12)r subject to initial con-

ditions at s = "o; 
The decay-induction equation also deter-

mines a higher order wave b, which is induced due to the wave

*-
The case of multiple eigenvalues is now considered.

Let À. be an eigenvalue of multiplicity r. The solution of
(5.19) gives an eigenspace U.. Vfe may find a set of r vectors

which forms a basis for this subspace. These vectors can.

never be solved directly from (5,19). Therefore the set of
spanning eigenvectors is arb5-trary. Once such an arbitrary
set is chosen, by any means, a solution of the decay-induction

equation will give the magnitudes of the vectors subject to
ttre initial conditions.

We now develop an equation by which the magnitude'of

* may be determined. Firstly two operàtors are defined. P,
-I

-L
and. P] are two orthogonal projection operators which take

-l

vectors d e U into í( g Ui and ,Í* . Ui the orthogonal com-

plement of U. .-t

The eigenspace U, is now examined. At this stage the

dimension of U, is of no significance. The eigenvalue problem

gives À. and the space in which ,& ê U. is contained. Substi-

tuting these two values for À and a in the decay-induction

equation (5.12)l and taking P. of the entire expression gives

l;::::.:'rì:i l:;

:.i.--..:.r.r.:
i4l ìr:.' '.
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lr(zxrr? + (Àr5-'ß-f-'g* (2n+1)î.t¡z¡ro¡ -e , (s.2L)

where it is recognízed that the various projection operators
are such that

P.L^ d
-l--À. -

Rearrang,ing (5.2L\

-¡.
= Q , P.L^ d=

l--^. -

gives the more

L. drdeU
-A--

.r-

convenient form.
2n+L

O t ,c.= À.-4=ú[- a- l- .l--

^ -1^ -t.c-(À.K -K-K'ß
A- a-

(s.22)

(s.23)

This. is a first order system of ordinary differential equa-

tions subject to the initial values of ig at s = so.
rt is seen that the eigenvalue probrem (5.19) is inde-

pendent of the wave order. Ther.efore the eigenvalues and the
eigenspace are also independent of order. rn a simirar manner

we see that ., ! in (5.23) is invariant in regard.s to the wave

order. I{e therefore see that:once a sorution to the system

(5-19) and (5.23) is estabrished for any order wave the solu-
tion to all orders of hTaves is known.

Assu¡ring that an lt has been found which satisfies
(5.ï9) and (5.23) we can solve (5.12)1 for the induced v¡ave

!" Taking the projecrion of (5.12)r inro U] and using (5.22,2

results in

r- b - À.
-À. - f-

f-
P= ( (nL-, -2^',I)
-f- -^. a-I

(s.24)

Li(rQ + *rf- '8-f-'g/xr) rg =

r':-':._

- ( 2n+1)
4

This represents a set of linear equations in the unknown g.

T\¡ro factors are immediately evident from (5.24) . Firstry the
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induced v¡ave is dependent on the order of the wave being

considered. Secondly the component of the induced wave b

'in U. is indeterminate.

Vte will discontinue stud.ying the induced wave b and

return to the vrave vector ig. The vector diffet"rrti.L equa-

tion (5.23) can be represented in.operator notation as

E .c = O
t--

Ëwo solutions . cP
I-

both contained in

(5.25)

-cfand . c-
I.

U.. Con-
a

Let us assume for the moment that
both satisfy (5.25) and are hence

sid.er performing

{rgn,l ,gn}f * {r.gn,E

Recalling that ß is antisymmetric,

that

{r9n,igq}K = {r_Ên,rgn}K + {rên,igP}K

{li i:P,r*nr' = {rgn,rinr. , 
-

equation (5.26) reduces to

r -P tgnlK ='i!':
The solution to this differential

{r9n'igq}¡:

ign]Í = o (s'26)
 

K and K are symmetric and

o (s.28)

equation can be written as

(s.2e)

(s.30)

or in terms of i3 .=.

{.aP ,.eq},, : €À .-(21+L)a- Ã l-

Relationship (5.30) shows that solutions of (5.23),

which is essentially the decay part of the decay-i¡duction
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' equation, are orthogonal with respect to 5 at all s if they

are orthogonal- with respect to 5 .t any one point. We will
assume that the initial conditions of our problem are such

that this type of orthogonality occurs. vle will therefore
set up u. such that a maximar set of wave mode vectors corr--l-

espondíng to the dimension of u. satisfies (5.23)r and initial
conditions, whj-ch are orthogonal with respect to 5. The wave

mode vectors are hence orthogonar with råsp"ct to K at all
points of the rod. Now both single and multiple "ig"r.r.trr"
problems have wave mode vectors orthogonar with respect to K.

2) Constrained. Rods

The complete set of linear equations for the constrained

rod deformed from a point of zero iniÈial stress is
Âm'

!-ð{!*pþ = 5g' tll = -v141, ) : D?' s = â+Xa - (s.31)

A shock vrrave fo:: a constrained rod is defined as a wave

in which discontinuities occur in first and higher order der-
ivatives of d or

tgl = 9 "[g] / 9, tgl l g (s.32)

Substitution of (5.31)3 , 4 into (5.31)r ,2 and. utilizing tire

compatibility relationship (4.7) results in

(!-u'K)tÊl =9 (s.33)

This is the propagation equation for constrained rods.

We develop the decay induction equation for shock
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waves by taking the jump in (5.3I)1,3,+ and using (S-32) as

$¡e11 äs the compat.ibility relationships. The jump in (5.31)r

then becomes

- 2a ^ o ^ . *(Z-v'l) tïr+(ô+s+ü5) têr+2vtât = g , : = -I' = 2[-X'? .(s.34)

It is seen that the quantities in (5.33) and (5.34)

have the exact same mathematical form as the varíabtes in
(5.4) .and (516) . The only significant difference is the re-
duced dimension of the problem whên considering the constrained

theory

In an analogous procedure we may,

wave in a constrained theory as

È^q. t^o.t g l#9,t*q>n, t f l=9, t+q<n (5.35)

The general shock and decay-induition equations for nth

vraves can be shown'to be

L.a = I r
-,a-

-r^ -t ^ -rÂL.,b+(lK ^K+K 'S+(2n+I)^I/2- (n-2¡ (n-1) À-'ÀL,/4)a-^- - 
^'

- (nL. -2^I) â : O_^ ,

define an nth order

order

(s.36)

!r = K-LD-xt" , b- t("ät)^l t d= fäl

1

This expression is good for all positive integer values of n.

The propagation and decay induction equations for nth

order waves are completely analogous to those developed for

L,, K, are diff=reat guantitaes tha¡ those developed in parÈ A.

t::: :t :.;i.;: 1'::;a :-:.;:;i
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the more general unconstrained rod. This is easy to under-

stand when we real.íze that our linear constrained theory is
really a speciaLiza|-ion of the exact linear theory for
unconstr,ained rods. All of. the properties shown to hold for

the more general theory obviously can be carried over to tl..e

constrained theory. The only major difference is that the

ínertia tensor K in the constrained tlreory has a slightly
different form, and that all mappings are in a six-dimen-

sional space instead of a nine-dimensional one. ,,

We will now record some of the more relevant formulas.

Letting À and a be replaced by À. and . a respectively, ,.vhere
- l- l-*

.â E y. (y. is the ith eiqenspace of V), we findr- r- , s the ith eigensPace of V),

I ----1^ -1 2n+1.P,(.c+;(K K+ r -:/Ài)i:=9, í:= Àiri3 .(s.37)rya a- .L- r r¡

P. is the orthogonal projection operator defined in the y
-a
space.

Assuming that two solutions igp and .cQ èxist for (5.37) we

can show

(s.38)

(s.3e)

::: .'.'.' . .

.. :',:i: : :

.Dct.ti9" i9=jK=" ,

or alternatively

{r3n, i3q}5:"^r-(ryL)
f f - aP and * u.q are made orthogonal with respect. to K at onea- l--

point they are so . for - al-J- points -s .
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CHAPTER 6

FORM OF THE SOLUTION TO THE WAVE EQUATIONS

This chapter develops solutions for the propagation

and the decay part of the decay-induction equation. SoIu-

tions are found assumi-ng multiple eigenvalues (wave speeds)

occur. The case of distinct. eigenvalues is a special case

of this problem. A methôd of uncoupling the system of vector

differential equations which constitute the decay part of the

decay-induction equation is then developed for the multiple

eigenvalue problem.

We have already seen that if the eigenvalues of (5.13)

are distinct the eigenspaces are of dimension one. The

direction of the wave mode vector is therefore completely

determined. The solution of (5.23) gives the change in mag-

nitude of the wave mode vector subject to the lnitial condi-

tions. For this problem we find it convenient to use the

eigenvectors at s normalized in a specific manner as a basis

in U. The solution of (5.23) for all nine subspaces can be

viewed as a pure dilatation of the basis vectors in each U. .

This leads us to 4 convenient definition for the multi-

pte eigenvalue case: an uncoupled system of vector differen-

tial equations is one in which the solution allows only a pure

dilatation of the basis vectors in U..

For muliiple e5-genvalues À, there is no natural set of

basis vectors in U-; l{e may therefore choose any linearly in-

dependent set rr-hich spans U. . For convenience a basis which
1

-:{..
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is everlnaihere orthogonal with respect to f is chosen. Solving

(5.23). for this case we will view the results as a deforma-

tion and a rotation of our basis. Clearly the vector differ-

ential equations are not uncoupled in U. with respect to an

arbitrary basis in U..

A method of findíng a basis in U.

dilatation is desired.. This method wi]-l

which undergoes pure

Iead to an uncoupled

system of vector dífferential equations of the same form as

the distinct eigenvalue problem.

We begin our study by considering the solution to the

system of governing equations (5.19) and (5.23). For con-

venience we record the equations here as

L. .úL = O ,
t^' I-

lr (19 * +(5-'ß-f 
-'g/^,.) 

rc) = o ,

2n+L
.c = ìr,,----T-.al*r-:.

It. is to be recalled that these equations are

tial conditions at s:s^, which are orthogonalo'
K (s ) . The quantity K j-s defined as K (s ) .O- -O O'

A linear transformation is now defined over the eigen-

space. This transformation will take specific vectors from

the eigenspace at ===o into vectors'in the eigenspace at

arbitrary s. The specified vectors upon which this transform-

ation will operate are the known initial values of L*. We

define these by

(6.r)

subject to ini-

with respect to

i : . :. ,. i.rr.. .: :.. .l.'.:.,:.. ri:;.r:;:i
I .: j..;,,.:!:ì.,:..,ì,::.i.i.
ì1 _: 

"::. ;.'1 - .'

r:r. .,r-..:-,li..:i: ;:irrr
i,rìlÌ. :irir,i'lii;l.::' . : .,..''' ;: :,'
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i2(so) = ia1 , ..o1 e Uro , Uio = Ui(s) (6.2)

The mappings are now defined for all Ui by

,G = (rã e ü* l.ã = ,G ,^& for ,^& e U._) (6.3)r_- a- al:-_ i_ io_ io_ - io

The bases used to define the mapping are eigenvectors in u.o

and. {I. ' sinôe all vectors in these spaces are by necessityf--

eigenvectors.

The direct sum of [J. for all eigenspaces u. defines a

direct sum mapping in u. This process will be applied to .ãa-
to give

g=ara,øeU,i*rüi (6.4)

using (6.3) which necessitates the use of specific bases we

find

?:9!o: t19 io1-,!¡9!o=i9io! ,

- (6's)
Zto lo = io! , 9. lI+It :

where f.o represents the projection operator on the eigenspace

Uro- Thus G_ is an operator which can be decomposed into direct
sums of the mappings i9.

If we use an arbitrary basis in U the matrix of the

operator G can no longer be constructed as a brock diagonal
matrix, where the blocks were of the size of the dimension of
the subspace U..

We now put sone restriction on the mappi.rg ig. These

are

'.. : ,.: -.
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{r4, 
14} f = {r,'9 , io*} lo- o, í I i,

(6.6)
{,7,n, rln} x = {lo2n, io*q} K. t__ _o

where ,^dP and ,^&9 represent two possible wave mode vectors :;,,r:i,,:f-o- ao- 
'1"'''' '

in U. -. They give rise to two vectors in U,.l-o L

Stipulation.(6.6)1 satisfies the requirement that the

various eigenspaces remain orthogonal to one another with
! : .: :..:;. .: :.., ì

'.: . : -::: '::-

respect to f . Condition (6.6)2 simply states 3 ':::'j:.:: 
.::

.:,.: , -- .-

1) if , ^&P and , ^aq are orthogonal with respect to K^ then ;:r.r,,::.i,.,:' r_o- Ío- " -O

,ãn and * a9 are orthogonal with respect to K.l-- l--

2) the magnitude of , ^eP does not change due to the trans-l-O-

formation G and the change in metric.

In looking uL 9 we must no\,v distinguish between single

andmu1tip1eeigenva1ueS.Forsing1eeigenva1r¿es9isuni-r
quely defined by (6.6)- Foi multipte eigenvalues Ài, i9 i

hence9isnotunique1yspecified'.Ïtwi11beassumedthat

wehavepickeda.fixedbasisinü.oand[I.,whereoneofthe

basis vectors in each space are multiples of * ^4P and * än "i.'."". '.'ì,.__r iO_ j-_ 
,,.,

respectively. The tensor . G is norr fulty defined and satis- ::,,,,;,1;.,,'.,,;

:.'
fies (6.6)2. The relationships. (6.6) may be expressed in

terms of 9. From (6.5) it can be seen that

(6 .7) , ,1 
, ,-:,,,

i:':

Equations (6.6) may be rewritten as

{e ioSp , G_ i.olq}K = {roln . ioSq}K (6.8)
_o
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From this relationship we find

GT K G= K
--o

Upon using (5.16) we find

^l -ìA- Ç = K 'K
--O

The polar decomposition of a transformation G with
respect to K is now given without proof as

(6.e)

(6.r0)

(6.11)

(6.12)

Ç-oKu, !'- gig, grgr'= r-

This theorem simply states thát an invertible tensor

G can be broken down into an orthogonal tensor with respect

to Í and a tensor which is symmetric and positive definite
with respect to K. These tensors are represented by 0K and

U respectively. Physically 0K and U represent a rot.iior, .rra

a deformation of the vectors being operated on. Substituting
(6.10) into (6.11)2 gives the following relationshíp for the

deformation tensor squared

u' = K ^K
ryo

This concludes our development of the tensor G. The

formulation of G corresponds to a solution of the eigenvalue

problem (6.1)r in U, in terms of the initialized wave mode

vectors in U. . This solution as has been pointed out is not
l_o

unique for the multiple eigenvalue case.

We now attempt to set up tensor operators which will

satisfy (6.1), and. hence be solutions to the wave decay



problem. Before proceedi.ng with that we will eval

constant e in (5.30) by consid.ering conditions at

is.¡o) can be expressed as

- ., /r 1 2n+1

t r*- , ígq]- K = lt'*l ' {io3P ioSq}tr 
10

rl -o

trío = À. (so) , ioln = .oP("o)
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9=19=o tl ,4,lig= i! r

J:[I+U¡geU

uate the

s=s . Then
o

,
(6 .13)

(6 .14 )

(6.ls)

i::rr:t;"_;ti

We will view the solution of the system (6.1) as an

operator which takes the initialÈzed wave mode vector at s=s

into the wave modé vector at arbitïary s. Clearly this may

be viewed as a linear transformation from [I.o to U.. This

transformation will be broken up in the following sray. We

will consider the operator I to bring the initialized wave

mode vector into .ã. The solution of the differential equa-

- tion,wi]-]- -take .ã into the wav€ mode vector at s. Therefore

the solution to (6.1)2 can be expressed as

The bases used to define this mapping are eigenvectors. We

may now define a direct sum mapping i-n U by

r.r:'': :.: 1

The sn¡¡e¿ion conven-.ion wil-l not apply bet\i¡een terms in the numerator
a¡rd the denoqinator-
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rf an arbitrary bas5-s in u is used the matrix of the
operator J can no longer be constructed. as a block diagonal
matrix, where the blocks were of the size of the dimension of
the subspaces U..

The form of iJ as defined in (6.L4) is desired. using
(6.6)2 and (6.L4) equation (6.13)r becomes

From this

t rJ í4P

.A -l--

(6.16)

! . (6.L7)

v¡e may conclude

.r ri = /!"\ 
2"# 

ri'- i7 = 
\çl t! , t! : P-i

By means of the porar decomposition with respect to Í r" find

,J = ,oK il , i! = lþ) Ï, ,rgr rgti = ,!. (6.18)l-- r-* 
\ r- t

,9t is seen to be an orthogonal transformation with respect to

f- The form of the deformation tensor .it{ is significant.
Since it is in d.iagonal form the tensor allows pure dilatation
with respect to the K inner product on1y. Shearing deformation

with respect to f, which wourd be ïepresented by symmetric off
diagonal terms, is nonexistent.. The solution to the differen-
tial system (6.r)2,3 can be written using (6.3), (6.14) and

(6 .18) as

(*)

2n+1
+ ..K' .0'- .a, .d=.G &l-- l_-'l-- I- ao-

(6 .le )
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since the eigenvalues and the term .& are sorutions to the

eigenvalue probrem (6.1), it ís clear that the solution of
'(6 

.7) z, e gives the mapping ígK .

For a specific íG_ the component form of the operator
^K

íy will now be determined.. First we find it necessary to
define the tensors in equation (6.L)z,s and the operator ,0Ka-
ín terms of a basis. This basis is a set of eigenvectors

made everlnrrhere órthogonal with respect to K. The basis
i¿

' vectors represented by 9* .nd {* -r" normalized such that
iii,{ø''tr,}Í:ô*'' {t*'Ûr,}l=o ' iÛ*'t"}K=6*' ' (6'20')

í
Basis vectors of the form ú/. are contained in u. whire basis
vectors of the rorm ü- are contained in u:. rt is apparent

-nA-
that a vector g! can be expressed in terms of this basis by

f,= d'ü'* d^ü^= drVt'4ett rc'zL')

The small ratin indices represent a summation over the sub-

spaces u. or u:. The capitar latin indices represent a sum-- r f- ---!-

mation over U.

We will now modify some of the above statements to
develop a convention. Small latin indices will henceforward

represent summations over u. alone. There will therefore be

no need for superposed quantities i in defining the basis in
u. . The capitar latin indices will arways represent a sr:mma-

tion over U.

A dual basis 0m is established such that

:{.
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{g*,!"} = o} (6.22)

The projection operator can be written in terms of the dual

basis as

li!= g*{g',{} , !eu (6.23)

The'derivatives of the base vectors û/" can be expressed in
terms of the basis lno bV

0" = roo* g* , rc.24')

where l'5 are calIed the connection coefficients.
M

Furthermore we make the following definitions

Ài 2 = g, t;t ô*" ôNP = rl" rc.2s1

By differentiating (6.20) and using (6.25)2 we can show that

t-t"* RÏ = -{rP"+r;P) (6'26)

The initial value of the wave mode vector in ü. will be ex-

pressed in terms of the basis 0l evaluated. at s=s . This is tr,,,,:.I:;-m O 
i,..:..,r.,...,:..
I :..

ío* = ioo(*'o9,*, ' o9*: 9(=o) ,
i i'-:" :

(6 .27 ) i,t,','-': '

where brackets about an index indicate no summation occurs.

The initiat values of the vectors g* by (G.2o) are crearly
orthogonat with respect to 5o. Applying the operator .G and

the results (6.3) and (6.6) to (6.27) we have

,ã =.^o(*)0,_. ¡ lJl, = ,G ,w (6.2g) ,r- ro - (n) ' -m j.- o-m
it.ì,,:j":..i..::'.
i:i,:;:;'::ir!f:

ii,":'i'ì:;l;:: "
)

t:
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We have made iV " multiple of one of the base vectors in
v

U.. The tensor .0^ can be written in component form with
l- a-

respect to a specific set of bases as

,gK : qï g, " g" (6 -29) :,,, ,: :

Substituting (6.19)r into (6.L)z,s and using the

relationships (6.20) through (6.2g) we find the component

eqúation for the mapþing iQK girr"n by

{âiu, * r(t,,*-tT,,-K-ii cfll aiu, } = o (6.30) i,,..'.:,. ,,.
l:; :::'-:

(6.31)

It is apparent from (6.18) that at "==o 
the mappings I and

,0K must be identity maps over the appropriate spaces. There-
a-
fore in component form the initial conditions on 2l "=e

An equation of the form (6.30) is known as a matrix

differential equation. For ease of.analysis all of the quan-

tities in (6.30) are assumed to be continuous functions of s.

Instead of solving equation (6.30) for the unknown

matrix Ql air"ctly we shall attempt to do so by another method.

Writing -c of (6.1)2 in terms of the basis d.eveloped in (6.20)
a-

gives

.c - ct û, (6.32)
l-- -m

Substitution of (6.32) into (6.1)2 and utilizing (6.20)

through (6-26) gives
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{â'*},r'T-r]r,-*-t'"c")o'}=o , (6.33)

'subject to the known initial conditions

m, .ms-(so) = ioc (6.34) ,:: l

, :- :.:::-;::.:.:.: 
.

Equation (6.32)r is known as a vector-matrix differential

equation

Comparing the .equations (6 .30 ) and (6 .33) the terms i::,;::,1,r,,:.,,:
i',',tt , 

t:,t.', 
,t,t,i 

t,trl

inside the curly brackets have much in common. The known :

¡ir::i,.:.:'::::'j.:quantities in the ( ) brackets are in each case identical. ':":',',:i'''r,

The onry difference between the two problems is that in (6.30)

the matrix Q! is unknown while in (6.33) the vector ct is
unknown. Barrett and Brad.tey tIO] in chapter six, section nine

discuss the relationship between the solutions to these two
l

. problems. They conclude that if c* is any solution to (6.33) 
i

then there is a constant vector gn such that l

c.=AT," | - (6.35)

l' where {'satisfies (6.'3O) and the boundary condition (6.31) - i,ì'¡-,t¡-',','-
...'

rf we let t==o in (6.35) and use (6 .31) and (6.34) we see ,,.',,,'.,,,:,,,,,..:,.

nng-- = ioê (6 ' 36)

On substitution of (6.36) into (6.35) we get

"t= 
Q^ ct-n l-o

(6.37)

In solving (6.33) subject to (6.34) we find a solution set of
p linearly independent vectors c*, where p is the dimension of
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U. '' Arranging these vectors as columns construets the matrix

.qT "t (6.37) .

A means has been established to determine the tensor
.0K with respect to a specific basis. Obviously the mapping 

,i¡,,,,,,

may nol'rl be expressed in terms of any basis.
For distinct eigenvalues the eigenspaces ur_ are of

dimension one. The o.nly permissable values of ,O_f for these r,..,,,1,

eigenspaces are !r,T_ A" (6.I8)3 and (5.16). Clearly if dis-
tinct eigenvalues occur the governing differentiar equation
(6.1)2 is uncoupred and it is unnecessary to solve (6.1)2 for
-.K

iu-

For the case of murtipre eigenvarues the equations
(6 -L)2 are in general coupred. we write the soiution of the
system (6.1) in terms of a basis in u.. This is done by sub-
stituting (6.28)t into (6.19)r giving

t.:::i1..:

(6-38)

To uncouple the system of differentiar equations (6.1)2

we must find a basis in ui such that the wave mode vectors are
only d.ilatations of them. This is equivalent to finding a

mapping .G in (6-28)r, which defines our basis, such that

i9K = ,! in (6'38). Defining a ne\r basis by

Ul = .0K ul-mr--m'

\^¡e can rewrite (6 - 39) , (6 .29)2 and (6 .39 ) as

(6.3e )
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í*=(þ)

The mapping

differential

2n+L
u 

,oot''Ø,r,, E* = iÞ o{, , iQ = ,o-rg. (6-40)

9, which is the appropriate one to uncouple the

equations, is given by :,

(6.41)

. 9üe now suilrmarize the method of finding the uncoupling
mappíng õ. select arbitrary ,9 in eigenspaces of dimension
great.er than one. For this ,! determine the corresponding

,.9* tr, (6.38) by solving (6.1)2 . The uncoupling basis is then
found by an application of (6.40)2 and (6.4I).

This chapter has dealt exclusively with the unconstrained

theory. All of the results are essentially the same for our
constrained theory. Only the range of indíces, dimension

of the total space, and the form of B in (6,1) change.

r :. - . -.

i)-'i I ;.:r:
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CHAPTER 7

SPECIAL CASES

This chapter deals with simplifications that occur to
the sorution of the hrave propagation problem developed in
chapter six. The simplifications are caused by assumptions

regarding the geometry or the material properties of the rod.
For convenience \Á7e summarize the solution of the wave propaga-

tion problem. ft is

(7.1)

(7.2)

:.:" .i.-:.:!

,& = .J ,A , ,d = G ,^& , G = 0K U rl_- l_; t-_ _ io_ '

,J = ,oKru , ,u _ /^r"\ + r .r__ i_ r__ . i_ = tIl I i_
\r- I

Various classes of rods will now be studied.

1) Uniform Rods

A uniform rod must satisfy both geometric as wetl as

material properties. The motion of a uniform rod was intro-
duced by Ericksen t111. The method of presenting the defini-
tion of uniform rods and the resurts crosely resembre that
of Cohen t4l.

The geometric requirements are

p=9p."+!",û=gþ." r

g = 9 o 9 o 9 , !(so) = I , po = g(ro)

9 i= a proper orthogonal tensor operating on the three dimen-

sionar component transration spaces. rt satisfies

Ô oÏ = w = o vt_ oT , e.3)--O--o
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where Vü is a fixed antisymmetric tensor. The vector t ín_o

(7.2)r is defined by

t'=(hy,g,9),Toy=g , (7 .A',)

where h is an arbitrary constant, y is the constant axial-

vector of ltr . The mathematical requirements (7 .21 cause the-o
geometry of the rod. to be restricted to (i) straight rods

with uniformly twisted cross-sectionsr. (ii) circular rods

with u¡twisted cross-sections, (iii) circular helical rods

with cross-sectional twist equal to the torsion of the helix.
The material properties a uniform rod obeys are:

1) the strain energy function is independent of s,. 2) K is a

uniform tensor. Mathematically these two conditions are

given by

¡1¡(p,p,i'lo;s) - w(Eo,Êo,laorso) , f = gf" g* (7.5)

K must satisfy the invariance requirement (2.43) as well as

(7.5)^ resulting in

K_K_o
(7 -61

Àr=Àio,Ui=3Uio

An application of the chain rule to (7.4)t and recognizing the

definition of A (2.45)s results in

4:g{"9.,{o={(=o)
Utilizing (7.5)2 and (7 -7)t the eigenvalue problem(6.1)r gives

(7.8 )
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The tensor 3 i" clearly orthogonal with respect to the
;ordinary inner product. Calculating the quantity Q Q' and

using (5.16) and (2.43), since Q and 0 are of the same form,
gives

ooi=t<<

3 i" therefore orthogonal with respect to the f inner product.

Using (7..6) and (7.8) we may rewrite (7.1) for uniform rods as i"''i"""'
¡, ,.:,', ,t.

The solution (7.10) shows that no deformation occurs to the

initial wave mode vectors as the metric does not change and

the eigenvalues are independent of s. This solution allows

only a rotation of the wave mode vectors with respect to the

f inner product

The direct suni mapping of .a for all U. was defined in
(6.4') Applying this to (7.10)r we have

vg=oi9'' i* ( 7 .11)

The results (7.11) correspond to those determined by

Cohen t 4 I in his equations ( 3 . 21) and (3 .22') .

2) K Diagonal with Respect to the Eigenvectors

This case is defined by a specific material property.
The tensor Í i= fliagonal with respect to the eigenvectors

for arr s. The various wave mode vectors, which were set up

(7 .e)

, :. i.,.

l:";'-r.'::'
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to be orthogonal with respect to the f inner producÈ, are notd

orthogona1totheordinaryinnerproductfora11

determined by an expansion of (6.20) with K in the specified ',',,,

form.Thetensors0Kand.0Kwhichareorthogona1withrespect
- I-

to the f inner product are not in general orthogonal with re- l

spect to the ordinary inner product.. ,,.,:',,''

3) K in a Special Diagonal Form

If f is díagonal with respect to the eigenvectors

in the following special way

( = Þ(s¡ I , (7 .L2)

then the results of section two are still applicable. fn

addition because of (5.16) and (7.L2) we see that
mmR' = ß' , (7.13)

for arbitrary tensor I. The transpose with respect to both

inner products is identical. The roation tensors with respect

to the f ínner product in the U, and U spaces are no\{ ortho-

gonal with respect to both the inner products.

4) K=K
--o
'* this case \^re see from (6.12) that

(.f = I . (7.L4)
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The operator G given by (7;L), reduces to an orthogonal

transformation with respect to the'{ inner product.

5) À = À.']-o

The operator íy in (7.1), reduces to

íy= í! ( 7 .1s)

Ttrerefore . J given by (7 .L4, + reduces to an orthogonal trans- ,,':.:.,',.''l-- 
, 

.,:' :, .:r

formation with respect to the f inner ¡iroduct.. The solution 
j:,.,::..::,r.:,

of the differential equation (6.1)r.'arrows no deformation due ':":.:'j:'

to r1. rf Ài = Àio for ait eigenspaces U. the same reasoning
l_-

holds for J

obviously various combinatíons of these cases can occur. 
ì

ìThe rod will then satisfy criterion in alr cases in which it 
i

belongs i

I

¿. _,. ,, :.....-..
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CHAPTER 8

AN EXAMPLE

An illustration of the foregoing analysis will now be

undertaken. For simplicity only the constrained theory of

rods will be considered. Constitutive equations of a

particularly simple form are selected. This allows explicit

determination of some of the desired quantities.

We will assume that, at least one basis of eigenvectors

normalized in the sense of (6.2.0) exists such that the

following properties hold: 11

AI:

A2¿

A3:

2r=r2 ,

P $1 . - O , c =-ct - r-

W W W. are
_I' _2' _3

1, í=41516 andc=2, i=1r2r3 r

parallel to {,* , 9r, 9. t""P"ctive1Y ,

A4:

A5:

w
-3

(=

^ltol

,T,

is paralle

'[;;l
(m, n

:.],

o
d

2

o

= Bm (t,
n-m

laIt
: l.tI'

Io

f

OeUeV

I

BMn

Q'û,n, = 41516) t (8.1)

It is to be noted that this basis does not necessarily cause uncoupling
of the vector differential equations governing the rod. If the eigen-
values are distinct this is the only allowable basis of eigenvecÈors
and iÈ uncouples the governing vector differential equations.

1I
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where d. (i = Lr2r3l are functions of s

This example in a slightry modified form was consid-
ered by cohen t7l. Assumptions Ar through A4 are identical
to his example. He treated the case of straight untwisted
rods with distinct eigenvalues. rn our probrem the cases of
different geometries and possible multipre eigenvalues are

considered.

Assumptíon Al states that the.constitutive tensor ?
and the inertia tensor K commute- Mathematicalry this is
equivalent to stating that D and K are simultaneously diag-
onar with respect to trre eilerrrr""iot". For this case the

eigenvalues given by a solution of (5.36)r are given by

À. = D(t' ,, )/K(t, ,r) . (8.21

The resurts of chapter seven section two are applicabre be-
cause of the diagonal form of f.

For assumption A2 the quantity lo (c¿=rr2) represents
projection of a vector into a component translation space

associated with
a) linear (extension and shear) effectsr o= I;
b) angular (bending and twisting) effects ¡ d=2

Assumptions A1 and A2 taken together indicate that the set of
bases eigenvectors ltlno can be considered as being "o*poàd of
purely linear or angular effects and not a combination of both-12

For the constrained theory capital Latin indices indicaÈe sunmation overthe space Y while small Latin indices indicate summation over the space .,.,...,.,y.. il.ì;irt,l.:.f
l-

ì":!

l2
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The base vectors üJ" can therefore be considered to be con-

tained in f or the appropriate component translation space.

Assumptions A3 and A4 show the rod axis and the cross-
section perpendicular to it are the directions associaied

with the basis of eigenvectors. rn addition the d.irections
for linear and angular effects are coincident. We can

associaÈe o. and fi/^ with pure shearing \¡raves in the cross-L _2 -- ! - - ------ --- r

section while 9, is a pure axial extension \{ave. Moreover

w,. and û1. are pure bending rÂraves in the cross-section and fil^
-4 -s - ---- _6

is a pure twisting v/ave. For convenience g, , 9¿, and {tt. will
be assumed to form a right handed system.

. Assumption A5 gives the specific form of the inertia
tensor [. The tensor B in A5 gives the moments of inertia
about the three basis vectors. The special diagonar form of

5 shows that these moments of inertia are principre moments

of inertia.

We now proceed to an actual determination of the map

9. Vfe can always write I in the following component form

' G= oÏg**o9*, qN=øN(s^) - (8-3)
o-o

The question remains of how we can get the matrix of
respect to a different basis, for example

e- GM w o 0NN o-M o-

with

A method for determining

found. Firstly by (6.7)

(8.4)

is now

i;1-1,:frrll¡
i:..:.:.:-:,:ij
: j l.ì :'::ì:

G

the GMts in terms of the I's
N

and (6.28) we find
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Ul-_=G _W_ (8.5)
-N o-N

In terms of the basis utilized in (8.4) we have

'--=Gl o9" (8'6) 
:,1-N ....:..:..:.

Differentiation of (8.6) gives

ît = èM ut. . (B.z)
N O-M

i:: ":;:
t lt'-t'

An alternative expression for û-- can be had from the substi- :::':rrÌ::

' -N : 
;;t;':': 'tution of ( 8 . 6 ) into (6 .24) resulting in :,:,:::'1;,1''.t . .'.'

.^
W = I-LGM W (B.B)
-N N Lo-IvI l

Comparing (8.7) and (8.8) gives a relationship between nl'=
and. the I's given. by

âM _. I.L GM.w NNL

The initial conditïons.for the G mapping are obviously

cy. (s l = AI'i (8.10)"N t-o' tN

We now establish a method for determining the mapping

-0K when multiple eigenvalues occur. For the unconstrainedt_-

theory equation (6.1)2 lead to the component equation (6.33).

The solution of (6.33) subject to (6.34) leads to the solution
of the component form of i9K ¡V means of (6.37)- For the

constrained theory relating (5.37)i to (6.1)2 r^re can write
the component equation corresponding to (6.33). It is

:.:!..:.

(8.e)
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By the definition of S (5.34)2 and the projection operator

.(6.23') we can show with the help of (5.36)r that

Àr-' K-'i ri "" = (xT - Xt')c'

Substitution of (8.12) into (8.11) results in

ôro * Ttrm - tî" + x'n - tFilcn = o

The initial conditions are

ll ::,' :',:'.1

. r-:-: :
:i..-' : 1: :

(8.12)

(8.13)

(8.1s)

(8.17)

form we find

:

L.
i2
:'
.lcn(s ) = cmoao

(8.14)

By a relationship of exactly the same form as (6.37) we can

determine the component form of the mapptrrn ,9t for multiple

eigenvalues. The development of the X tensor will now be

undertaken. It will be calculated in the form

I:*ig**g*
From the definition of I, equation (3.35)1 , and. T *" find that
only two nonzero components exist. These two terms are

_r-å2-!' X5 : -dr= , Xu = dlt . (8.16)

we now write the tensor Xi -t

xr-r*lg"*g*
ry¡a

Upon using relationship (5.15) in component

.,ir,rx'ïi = o*" x3 6rM

ApPlying (8.18) to (8.16) we find

(8.18)
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The uncoupling mapping 9 *"y be calculated by,means of

(6.40)3 and (6.41), It san be represented in terms of the

various bases as

By applying (8.6) to (8.18) T¡re can'show

;M - r.M =-JoN-oJoN

Various geometries of rods will now be examined.

1l Straight Untwisted Rods

i Straight untwisted rods are defined by

9= bi g" û og" = ql,gr r-og* = õl.g, * og* (s.20)

(8.21)

T

The matrix of G in

sotution or ta]gl s

'l=o,MlN
the form of (8.4) can be det

ubject, to (8.10). . This resu

1' 0 0 0 0 0

010000

001000

000q00
0000f.20

00000fs

nl=o

( I .22)

ermined by a

lts in

(8.23)

f

a) Distinct Eigenvalues

For distinct eigenvalues there is only one allowable

mapping G. Therefore rre have lr: . ..ì4, -.r;:
,::::,ìr::.ì1.::il:

G=G (8.24) 
l
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B) All Eigenvalues

. We find from

(8.19), (8.22), and

.0K through (6.37) .

(6.40)3, and. (6.4L) we find the component form of the mapping

G given by (8.20) as

the Same

a solution of (8.13) subject to (8.16),

(8.14) a component form of the tensor

Using. these results plus (6.29), (8.3),

l;i.J:;J i.: ir::i::l

I i.;

g2

0

0

0

-h2

0

000h,
gt0-hl 0

0100

hrOgr0

00092

0000

0

0

0

0

0

I

(8.2s)

(8.26)

where 
s

gd -- cos mc, ho = sin mo, ilc, -- t, f do-åd=, (a=L,2)
S .o

There are some interesting features to be discussed

about the matrices of G and õ. In our pioblem U, the deforma-

tion due to the change in metric, is not the identity map.

The terms b and f. in (8-23)t give a measure of the deforma-

tion. In (8.25) we see no terms which can be associated with
a deformation. Clearly the deformation is masked by the dif-
ferent bases we have used to define the mappings.

The physical significance of the results will now be

discussed.. The uncoupling basis given in component form by

(8.25)t may be viewed as a rotation i1 six dimensional space.

Actually a simpler view of the matter is possible. It. can
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be seen.by observing (8.25), that coupling exists between the

one-five mode and separately in the two-four mode. Thus the

uncoupling basis may be viewed as two separate rotations in
two-dimensional subspaces of y. These two-dimensional spaces

are not subspaces of a component translation space V. There-

fore the uncoupling basis cannot be considered a pure linear
or angular wave as our convenient basis úJ" was. Assumption

A2 does not apply to the uncoupling basis

The coupling that occurs in the one-five and two-four

modes is not unexpected. The coupling is between a shear

wave in one direction and a bending wave j-n a perpendicular

direction. Since in a statical situation a shearing force

applied to a straight rod wilt in general induce a bending

vector perpendicular to it these two phenomena are linked.
I.t .seems logical therefor.e that' when coupling o""rrr" it will
be between these tlpes of modes.

C) Other Possibilities

The case of all eigenvalues being the same represents

the problem with the absolutely highest degree of coupling.

If this problem can be solved. it is relatively dasy to solve

problems having the same geometry but fewer muliple eigen-

values. This is a general criterion and will not be restricted'

to just straight rods.

The procedure is as follows: Firstly it will be assumed

that the problem of a1l eigenvalues being equal has been solved.

f.: :-.:.Ï..:.:..-:l

ir:1- .:: r::ÈZi'

'..' r;:,oiif
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-=MThe matrix G" is therefore known. rf fewer eigenvalues are

identical eliminate rows and columns of the distinct ej-gen-

values location i" Gl and. place one's oil the diagonal. Also

eliminate r's and Xts which link multipre eigenvalue terms to
distinct eígenvalue terms.

For our problem of straight rods we see that the three
and six'modes can never be coupled to the other modesr ês

these terms are arready in the indicated diagonal form. There-

fore section B would have identical resurts if l. and À, rrtrere

distinct

2) Twisted but Uncurved Rods

r\øisted but uncurved rods are specified by the geome-

tric properties l'2 , -l't , l'u, and ¡'+. To be twisted and. un-

uncurved all other t'l = o for tv1 I N. For simpricity we wirl
make the assumption

dr = d, ( I .27)

differentiatingsubstituting m = 1r n = 2 into (6.20), and

find

ri = -r'; (8.28)

By substituting m = 4, n = 5 into (6.20)r differentiating and

using (8.27) $/e find

By

we

. n'5 - n.4
¡+ - -r s '

Vfe may now determine the matrix
(8.9) subject to (8.10). .This results

(8.2e)

of (8.4) by solving^MoN

in
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m-n0000
n m 0. 0 0 0

001000
O0Ofrp-fr90
0 0 0 fre frp 0

000001

(8.30)

( I .31)

where

m = cOs t, n = sin f, p = sin tt q = sin t,
rs - .sr-- J r'", ds, r- I r'suds
=o =o

The quantities f, and b are defined by (8.23)r,r.

A) Distinct Eigenvalues

For distinc.t eigenvalues .there .is only one allowable

mappiirg G. Therefore we have

(8.32)

Physically (8.32) states that the set of shearing and bending

wave mode vectors rotate along the rod at the same rate. as the

twist of the rod.. ltris rotation can be viewed as a rotation
in the full six-dimensionar space or in a subspace of a com-

ponent translation space V. Rods with equal principle moments

of inertia in the cross-sectj.on but having distinct v,/ave speeds

are anisotropic. From (8-2) we may conclude

G_G

oi{.oi, DT I D: (8.33)
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B) Àu = À,

We find from a solution of (8.13) subject.to (g.2Bl t

(8.2g) and (8.14) a component form of the tensor-0K through
l--

(6 .37) . Using these results plus (6 -29) , (8.3) , '(6.ng) 
a r ,,,.,:,,,,,,":

and (6.4L) we find the component form of the mapping õ given

by (8 .20 ) as

100000
010000
o0I0o0
000pqO
000-qp0
0o00or

m-n0000

nmO0O0

001000

000fr00

00o0fr0

00000f

:M.þN: (8.34)

(8 .3s )

By using (8.30), (8.34) and (8.2L) we have

nl=o

The physicar interpretation of the resurts is signifi-
cant. ïf the matrix of c is computed in the form of (g.34)

the uncoupling basis is I rotation in a two-dimensional sub-

space of one of the component translation subspaces v of y.

The component translation space is the one corresponding to
angular effects. However since the basis of bending eigen-

-:{
-f:.
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vectors !" i= rotating about the axis of the rod as one pro-
gresses down the rod a simpler description is availablå.
Matrix (8.35) shows tÞat if the initial values of the eigenJ
vectors are used as a basis, only a ditation of these vectors
occurs in the four-five mode in giving the wave mode vectors
at arbitrary s. The four-five wave mode vectors therefore
remain parallel to their initialized, values as'the waves

progress down the rod. Ttris is equivarent to stating that
I the four-five system of wave mode vectors behave as if the

rod were straight

The rod can be viewed as an isotropíc rod in the four-
' f.ive mode with egual moments of inertia. The rod is a circu-

lar rod of arbitrary twist. The \¡rave mode vectors would be

: in the direction of the principle moments of i-nertia. Hor^7ever

: ' 
''' âs 4.11 directions are principle directíons the rod could just

, as easily be modelled without twist.' The results of consid-
l:.

ering the rod with or without twist in the four-five mode will
,i give the same anshTers

C) Other possibilities

The most generar case of arr eigenvalues being id.enti-
cal turns out to have the same form as À, = À, = Àu = Às.

Therefore as with straight rods the three-six modes never

couple with the other terms.

The solution of the uncoupring tensor õ is not Ëoo

difficult. Ilowever coupling between the modes is heightened.

i !1.^:- ¡..,i

i',ìÌ,t::l
i-. .: .
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by the presence of xf and xl. An easy physical interpretátion

.of the results was not found

In section B we considered the case Ào = Àr. For a

I "ompletely isotropic rod this implies that À, = \, also. The 
i:...:

discussion in section B is then rel-evant to the one-two mode

. as well

i 3) Plane Curved but.Untwisted Rods

r This section consj-ders plane curved but untwisted rods

I of a specific form. The nature of such rods is specified by

r'i^, rt?, r'6, and r.6- To be plane curved buÈ untwisLed all,2

I other t'l = o for M I N. Specialization of the more general
'la

i problem occurs by setting
d2 = dg (8.36)

By a process similar to the development of (q.29) and (9.29)

we can show that

The form of the uncoupling basis for some particutarily simpre

multiple eigenvalue cases is similar to that of the twisted
but uncurved rod..

OnJ-y one case will be consid.ered here. We examine a

rod with

À,=À,À:^(g-39): 2 3 5. 6

The uncoupling basis is the initial values of the eigenvectors

affected at :¡ost by a dilatation. The waves in the two-three

( B .37)
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mod.e and the five-six mode are unable to detect any curva-

. 
ture; Ivlathematically, if not physically, the rod may be

considered straight.
Cases distinct in form from the twisted but uncurved ::,i

.t, t ,1",

rod are possible, but the results are dj-fficutt to interpret
physically.

Lr:.r'- '.-j.
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